Gemalto, the world leader in digital security

€3.1bn revenue in 2016
Customers in over 180 countries
15,000 employees

30 R&D centers
119 nationalities

We bring trust to the global economy by securing digital exchanges for billions of people and things every day

Authenticate
We embed secure software in devices and objects to authenticate people and things.

Protect
We run secure software on platforms to protect and encrypt data across networks.

Serving businesses and governments in 6 main markets

Banking & Payment
Enterprise security
Government
Internet of Things
Mobile
Software monetization

With these types of solutions

Connecting the latest generation of cars from Peugeot and Citroën.

Enabling cloud-based mobile payment for Apple Pay in Japan.

Piloting digital driver’s licenses in the US.

Protecting data for NASDAQ so that it’s unusable in the event of a breach.

Find out more at gemalto.com or connect with us: